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MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

Saudi shares boosted by 
strong banking results

DUBAI: Banking shares helped lift Saudi Arabia’s
bourse yesterday as two lenders beat analysts’
earnings forecasts, helping boost investor senti-
ment across the region, while Egypt extended its
correction. Banque Saudi Fransi jumped 6.7 per-
cent to 27.00 riyals after it reported a 2.7 percent
increase in first-quarter net profit to 1.08 billion
riyals ($288 million) after market close on Monday.

Four analysts surveyed by Reuters had on aver-
age forecast the bank would make a quarterly
profit of 964.3 million riyals.  In a note by Riyad
Capital published on Tuesday analysts maintained
a “buy” rating on the stock with a price target of
34.00 riyals adding that the stock will continue to
perform well in the near term. Alinma Bank, a stock
favoured by local day traders, reported a 13.7 per-
cent rise in profit to 391 million riyals ($104.3 mil-
lion). Shares rose 1.9 percent.

The two lenders, the first to report earnings in
their sector, helped boost the banking sub-index,
which added 2.2 percent. “These results have posi-
tively surprised investors, who were not expecting
banks to fare well given the tightening credit con-
ditions, increased drawdowns from government
deposits, and in lieu of falling hydrocarbon dollars,”
said a bank sector analyst.

The largest listed stock on the bourse, Saudi
Basic Industries, dropped 1.9 percent as it went
ex-dividend, creating a drag on the petrochemi-
cal sector. The cement sector rallied after the
deputy head of the Saudi national committee of
cement companies told Al Riyadh newspaper that
Saudi  Arabia had l i f ted a  ban on expor t ing
cement. Southern Province Cement Company and
Saudi Cement, the two largest cement firms by
market value, each climbed more than 5.5 per-
cent. Riyadh’s stock index closed up 1.5 percent
to 6,404 points.

UAE, EGYPT
Elsewhere in the Gulf,  sentiment was also

upbeat with Dubai’s index up 1.5 percent to 3,474
points, a five-month high. Much of the volume was
concentrated on small  and mid-cap stocks.
Amusement park developer Dubai Parks and
Resorts rose 3.1 percent.

In Abu Dhabi, bank shares, which have been rel-
atively dormant over the past several weeks, fared
well, helping lift the bourse 0.4 percent higher. A
positive spillover from the two Saudi banks’ profit
news encouraged investors to buy other banking
shares. Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank and First Gulf
Bank rose 1.4 and 1.3 percent respectively.

In Qatar, the exchange added 0.4 percent with
oil rig provider Gulf International Services jumping
3.4 percent. Ezdan Holding Group, a real estate
development with a market value over $12 billion,
added 1.6 percent. Yesterday the company said it
had received shareholder approval to raise $2 bil-
lion through the issuance of sukuk.—Reuters

TOKYO: People are reflected on the electronic board of a securities firm in Tokyo. The IMF yesterday downgraded its outlook for growth for most regions and for the global economy as a whole. —AP (See Also Page 23)

DUBAI: The International Monetary Fund yesterday main-
tained its gloomy economic forecasts for Saudi Arabia due
to low oil prices and lowered its expectations for the
Middle East and North Africa overall. The Saudi economy is
set to grow by 1.2 percent in 2016, the lowest in seven
years, and by 1.9 percent next year, the IMF said in its lat-
est World Economic Outlook.

The downbeat predictions came despite the austerity
measures taken by the kingdom to cut spending and
boost non-oil revenues after posting a record budget
deficit of $98 billion last year. Riyadh in December reduced
huge subsidies on fuel products, electricity, water and oth-
er services in a bid to boost non-oil revenues and rational-
ize consumption. “The steep decline in oil prices is weigh-
ing heavily on the macroeconomic outlook in Saudi
Arabia,” said the IMF. 

Fitch Ratings meanwhile lowered Saudi Arabia’s long-
term credit rating, saying the plunge in oil prices had
“major negative implications” for the world’s biggest crude
exporter. The agency downgraded the kingdom’s credit
rating to AA- from AA, and said the outlook remains nega-
tive, indicating a further cut is likely. The IMF said addition-
al spending restraint and revenue measures, including
energy price reforms, containing the wage bill, prioritizing
capital spending and expanding non-oil tax revenues, will
be necessary for Saudi and other oil exporters.

The only positive signal in the new IMF report was that
growth projections were not cut further for the oil-depen-
dent Saudi economy, which grew by 3.4 percent last year.

The economies of the Middle East, North Africa,
Afghanistan and Pakistan as a whole are set to grow by 3.1
percent in 2016 and 3.5 percent in 2017, the report said.
That is worse than a January projection of 3.6 percent for
each year. The outlook for the region, which grew by 2.5
percent last year, “has weakened considerably because of
further declines in oil prices and intensifying conflicts and
security risks,” the IMF said. The downgrade affected both
oil exporters and importers. The IMF cut its combined

growth projection for the oil-exporting countries, which
include the Gulf Arab states as well as Iran, Algeria, Libya
and Yemen, to 2.9 percent this year from a forecast of 3.8
percent in October. Last year they grew by just 1.9 per-
cent. The oil-importing economies, such as Egypt,
Pakistan and Tunisia, are together set to grow by 3.5 per-
cent in 2016,  down from 4.1 percent projected in
October and worse than last year’s 3.8 percent expan-
sion. Iran’s economy, which was flat last year, is project-
ed to grow by 4.0 percent in 2016 and by 3.7 percent
next year following the lifting of Western sanctions. Oil
prices crashed from around $115 a barrel in June 2014
to under $30 a barrel in February, before recovering to
trade above $40 a barrel this week.

Fitch downgrade
Fitch Ratings noted increased tensions with long-time

rival Iran and greater uncertainty over economic policy,
now overseen by Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin
Salman. Fitch downgraded the kingdom’s credit rating to
AA- from AA, which still denotes expectations of very low
default risk.

The outlook remains negative, indicating that a further
cut is likely. Fitch said it had revised downwards its oil
price assumptions for this year and next, to $35 and $45 a
barrel, which “has major negative implications for Saudi
Arabia’s fiscal and external balances”.

In February another agency, Standard and Poor’s, cut
the kingdom’s credit rating by two notches to A-, citing
the impact of lower oil prices on Saudi finances. Last
month, Moody’s placed Saudi Arabia and other Gulf oil
producers on review for downgrades. Oil prices have col-
lapsed from above $100 in early 2014, and yesterday were
trading at just over $40. The fall led Riyadh to impose
unprecedented cuts in its 2016 budget-which projects a
deficit of $87 billion-and to push economic diversification.

The government has said oil income made up 73 per-
cent of revenue in 2015, compared with an average of 90

percent in the previous decade. To cope with the fiscal
gap, it raised retail fuel prices by up to 80 percent in
December and cut subsidies for electricity, water and oth-
er services. It has also delayed some major projects under
King Salman, who acceded to the throne last year.
Referring to such efforts, Fitch said: “The pace of fiscal con-
solidation has increased.” It said further reforms are to be
presented under a “National Transformation Program” to
boost non-oil revenues and streamline spending.

‘Weaker’ than its peers 
“Even if fully implemented, the measures will not pre-

vent a substantial erosion of fiscal and external buffers
during 2016 and 2017, although the buffers will still be
sufficiently high to constitute an important rating
strength,” Fitch said. Salman named his son Prince
Mohammed as defense minister and head of the main
Council  of Economic and Development Affairs.
Mohammed also chairs a body overseeing state oil com-
pany Saudi Aramco.

“Control over economic policy making has been con-
centrated in the hands of Prince Mohammed,” Fitch said.
“This may have contributed to an acceleration of the eco-
nomic policy making process, but has also reduced the
predictability of decision-making.”

The agency also noted that Saudi Arabia faces high
geopolitical risks relative to AA-rated peers. “Tensions
have risen between Saudi Arabia and its long-standing
regional rival Iran, and are expected to persist, although a
direct confrontation is highly unlikely.” Fitch mentioned
Saudi Arabia’s military intervention in Yemen and its policy
towards Syria, showing “a greater assertiveness”. For more
than a year the kingdom has led an Arab military coalition
supporting Yemen’s government against Iran-backed
rebels. Fitch said other Saudi indicators are also “weaker”
compared with its peers. These include GDP per capita
and World Bank measures of governance, which include
“accountability” and “rule of law”.—AFP

IMF keeps weak Saudi growth outlook
Fitch cuts kingdom’s credit rating over oil price fall

Worried IMF cuts world growth forecast
WASHINGTON: The International Monetary
Fund said yesterday that the global econo-
my faces wide-ranging threats from weak
growth and rising protectionism, warning
of possible “severe” damage should Britain
quit the European Union. The Fund cut its
global forecast for the third straight quarter,
saying economic activity has been “too slow
for too long,” and called for immediate
action by the world’s economic powers to
shore up growth. It said intensifying finan-
cial and political risks around the world,
from volatile financial markets to the Syria
conflict to global warming, had left the
economy “increasingly fragile” and vulnera-
ble to a turn toward recession. The IMF
raised concerns over “fraying” unity in the
European Union under pressure from the
migration crisis and the “Brexit” possibility.
And it pointed to the contractions in large
emerging market economies, most notably
Brazil, where the economic downturn has
been accompanied by deep political crisis
that has President Dilma Rousseff facing
impeachment. Seeing a broad fall in trade
and investment, the IMF cut its forecast for
world growth this year to a sluggish 3.2 per-
cent, 0.2 percentage points down from its
January outlook and down from the 3.8 per-

cent pace expected last July. That reflects a
glummer view of growth in both developed
and emerging economies, with the fore-
casts for Japan and oil-dependent Russia
and Nigeria all sharply lowered.

Growth expectations for most leading
economies were pared back by 0.2 percent-
age points. The outlook for the United
States-hit by the impact of the strong dol-
lar-was trimmed to 2.4 percent this year,
from 2.6 percent in January. Only the pic-
tures in China and developing eastern
Europe were better. But at a slightly upgrad-
ed pace of 6.5 percent growth, China was
still on track for a significant slowdown from
last year which has sparked steep falls in
global commodity prices, battering
exporters. And the IMF sees the slowdown
continuing into 2017, when China is expect-
ed to grow at a 5.2 percent pace.

Refugee strains in Europe 
The IMF singled out the violent swings

in global financial markets as a particular
threat to growth this year. Financial tur-
moil, it warned, impairs confidence and
demand growth that becomes “a self-con-
firming negative feedback loop.” “Since
last summer, we have seen two distinct

rounds of global financial turbulence,”
said IMF chief  economist  Maurice
Obstfeld. The result, he said, is capital
flight from riskier assets and economies,
higher borrowing costs for developing
countries, and continued weakness in
commodity prices. More such volatility
could feed through to the broader econo-
my, he said, adding stress in particular to
the most vulnerable countries. The sec-
ond factor with global consequences, the
Fund said, is the violent instability in Syria

and elsewhere that has driven millions of
refugees into surrounding states and
Europe.

Recession worries 
Obstfeld warned that if not addressed,

the looming risks could take the world
economy in the direction of recession.
“The weaker is growth, the greater the
chance that the preceding risks, if some
material ize,  pul l  the world economy
below stalling speed,” he said. —AFP

WASHINGTON: Maurice Obstfeld, Economic Counsellor and Director of Research
Department, IMF (2nd left) speaks during the World Economic Outlook media brief-
ing during the IMF and World Bank Group 2016 Spring Meetings yesterday.—AFP


